
Evo Morales proposes
international forum of
progressive leaders

Athens, March 18 (RHC)-- Bolivian President Evo Morales has called on European and Latin American
presidents to confront the far-right attacks against sovereign countries, while also stressing opposition to
intervention in Venezuela.

At the Stavros Niarchos Cultural Center in Athens, Greece, the Bolivian President Evo Morales proposed
a forum for cooperation to fight against the far-right advance, an international initiative which is expected
to reunite the European and Latin American progressive heads of state.

"Our thoughts will always be with the neediest and abandoned, along with the people who need their
leaders the most," Evo Morales said and added that "social justice is the only way to end conflicts."

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, who seeks to strengthen ties with the Andean country, supported
Morales' proposal of an international meeting of leftist leaders to be held in Bolivia.

"[Progressive leaders must] fight together, inspiring the popular masses with a perspective of solidarity in
favor of democracy and peace," Tsipras said and agreed to support the forum.



When referring to social justice policies, Tsipras reminded that Greece decided to increase the minimum
wage, which previously suffered a 22 percent cut due to an International Monetary Fund's austerity
recommendation. Nevertheless, despite the neoliberal idea that claims salary increases reduce
employment, Greece was able to carry out international financial operations.

"39,000 new jobs have been created... it is a neoliberal myth to sustain that rising wages hurts economic
growth," Tsipras said and announced that Greece will continue on its own policy path "because it is the
only one that can give results."

On a related issue, both leaders rejected any military intervention in Venezuela and stressed that the
situation must be resolved through dialogue.  "Reviewing the history, we see that where there have been
interventions, such as in Libya or Iraq, there were no social, democratic solutions," Morales said and
emphasized that "the only solution is dialogue.  Support it."

Regarding the attempts to destabilize Venezuela's President Nicolas Maduro government, the Greek
prime minister said "the people must decide their future without foreign interference. No one should
indicate the way from abroad."

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/186124-evo-morales-proposes-international-
forum-of-progressive-leaders
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